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Abstract
*lanv robotic hands have been designed and a number have been built. Because
of the difficulty of controlling and using complex hands, which usually have nine or
more degrees of freedom, the simple one- or two-degree-of-freedom gripper is still the
most common robotic end effector. This thesis presents a new category of device: a
medium-complexity end effector. With three to five degrees of freedom, such a tool is
much easier to control and use, as well as more economical, compact and lightweight
than complex hands. In order to increase the versatility, it was necessary to identify,
grasping primitives and to implement them in the mechanism. In addition, power and
enveloping grasps are stressed over fingertip and precision grasps. The design is based
upon analysis of object apprehension types, requisite characteristics for active sensing.
and a determination of necessary environmental interactions. Contained in this thesis
are the general concepts necessary to the design of a medium-complexity end effector.
an analysis of typical performance, and a computer simulation of a grasp planning
algorithm specific to this type of mechanism. Finalh. some details concerning the
UPenn Hand--a tool designed for the research laboratory--are presented.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Although robots have become common tools in manufacturing and assembly; their
uses have been limited to the repetition of simple fixed tasks. Programmed to perform
certain operations over and over. they have little capability to adapt to changes in
their working environment. This deficiency of hard automation has resulted in a
search for more flexible solutions--robots that can react, learn, and adapt.
An important /)art of an )n_elligeu_ system of Ibis type is a combination of mech-
anisms whicil form the '}_,odv' and co_ni)l'is,:" a d\namic l)hVsical a_em for the com-
mands of the 'brain." tlun_au intelligence is generally considered to he a character-
istic of the human mind. vet it is the form of our hands which most differentiates
us anatomically from o_}l,'r primates. The design of a simple mechanical hand is the
subject of this thesis.
Most robots use one of a great variety of end effectors, each specialized for an
individual task. Rather than use a single dextrous hand to hold and manipulate
ol)]ects and tools, the end eIfector itself is changed. This al)t)roach is most ei_.cient
in automated mau:ffacl_lriu._, where the s_rroul>lings are rigidly controlled and the
number of tasks is quite limited. In order to expand the use of robots to applications
whore the environment is dynamic and _Tnpredictable. one versatile end effector is
n('cessar\, h sI,o,:ld bca ,it :o ha,:dlc *otis for specific task categories, but also be
versatile enough for general object manipulation and unplanned operations. Sucha
mechanismwould allow a roboI to approach an unfamiliar task in much the way that
a human does: with a general-purposehand, a toolbox, somerudimentary physics.
and the ability to learn.
Although suchan approachrequiresduplication of many of the functions of the hu-
man hand, it doesnot necessarilyprescribean exact copy. The componentsavailable
to the designer of a robot system are very different from those found in the human
system. A successfuldesignshould use tile strengths and avoid the weaknessesof
these resources. In order to compensatefor a lack of computational intelligence, a
greater degreeof mechanical intelligence is necessary; an intelligent mechanical de-
sign can complement limited reasoning capabilities. The designer of a robot, ic end
effector must not only consider the criteria imposed by the application, but also must
confront the limitations of current control and planning systems.
Previous Hand Designs
._lanv mechanical "'hands" have been designed. The Stanford/JPL hand. designed by
l,_en:leth SaIisbur\. was ,,tie fi:st to l)e used widely:l]. The hand has three finge:s.
each with three joints and three degrees of freedom. Salisbury used numerical anal\sis
lechniques to find the optimal palm and finger geometry for fingertip manipulation.
.\lthough the hand has been successfully programmed for a number of fine motion
tasks, only the fingertips of the hand are used. Such grasps depend on frictional
forces to maintain stability. The device has allowed researchers to learn about the
movement of small objects within such a fingertip grasp, but it was not designed to
explore other types of object apprehension.
The ['tall/.kI[T Dextro_> [{and is an imitation of the human hand. It has fouF
fingers, each with four degrees of freedom, and requires a large actuation package of
512 pneumatic cylinders. The actuation is *herefore removed from the hand by means
, .-)of a "remotizer'" which routes the 3. tendons, t,o the base of the man_pulat,or,_2." r.)l
Research into control and planning tecilniques will allow the Dextrous Hand to be
useful in understanding tl2e human manipulation system, and other applications are
being explored.
Another approximately anthropomorphic design is the Belgrade hand. Although
originally designed as a prosthetic solution for veterans in Yugoslavia after the Second
V_"orld War[3]. a recent collaboration with the University of Southern California has
produced an updated design[-l!. It uses one motor per pair of fingers, one motor for
the thumb and a set of mechanical linkages to produce cocontraction of finger joints.
Another linkage allows the fingers of each pair to move together and to comply to
object shape. The new design can be more fully evaluated when it is complete and
under computer control.
A previous research effort at the University of Pennsylvania produced the Penn-
sylvania Articulated Mechanical Hand (PAMH). A unique type of actuation method
using lead screws and cams moved three two-jointed fingers. A seventh degree of
freedom moved a "'thumb" around the palm[.5]. It was used for research into tactile
sensing and reacli\e mauiputation.
Other hand design_, xvllicl_ liax,-, _l_cd inn(;',alivo _echniq_tes sucln as si_ai>e m_tri_-
or\ allo\" ($51.-\ t actuation and pileumatic 'etei)hant-trunk'" rubber fingers, have bee,,l
proposed[6!. Altho_lgh many have been built and tested in research labs. the only
ond effector in common 11_e is the simplo one- or two-degree-of-freedom gripper. This
device---in its many variations--has found acceptance because it is robust, economi-
cal. simple, and easy to control.
There is a need for a more versatile research tool than these grippers. Theoretical
results and progress in otl_er areas of robotics has creat.ed an opportunity for a more
,oTnI>lex on_I otI'oc!<,r. IIcu<,\,_r. _l!c l_a_J,l_ _l_.scril,¢_d above at< _ still too curnl;cr.<,,t_.a_'
to use in most applications. .-_ compromise is possible. The ideal general-purpose
ond of[octor wo_ll,t coml,it,_ tl_o vcrsalililv of a compl,__x tland with the strength.
robustness,and control silnplicity of a simple gripper. Sucha solution may require
unconventionalor previously-ignored approachesto grasping.
Grasping Analysis
In order for an object to be moved from one place to another, it is necessary to consider
the interactions between the object and the manipulating device. One approach is to
attempt to push objects to the desired configuration[7. $]. This is a valid strategy it_
certain situations, but almost any end effector mechanism can perform the function
of "pusher." More demanding of a device is the stable apprehension of an object.
There are two distinct approaches to grasp stability. The most attention has been
focused on using three or more fingertips, strategically placed on an object's surface.
for grasping. The dynamics of such a contact situation are quite straightforward, and
investigating the conditions of stability and the "manipulability" of a hand design is
an active research topic[9].
There are several problems with this approach to grasping. Because seven fric-
tionless point contacts are the minimum necessary to fulh" constrain an object in
simce[]0 I. fizlg,,."rip grasping with tess t]/all se\'eIl fingers requires frictional force> i,.Jr
stability. The determination of the conditions of contact, the coefficient of frictioi_.
and slip detection introduc(, complications into the anah'sis. As the weight of zhe
grasped object increases and the coefi_icient of friction decreases, the contact forces
necessary for stability become extremeh, large. This imposes severe demands upon
the grasping mechanism.
In contrast, enveloping grasps use the inner surfaces of the fingers and the palm to
contact an object. Because each finger has more than one contact, and _t_e palm has
one or more contacts. _lcli grasps can gcneralIy constrain an object without frictioi_.
This type of grasping has recenth' received some attention[It i. For manv objects.
for oxample, most tools, lt_is is a I_etler grasp because the contact forces are even]\"
distributed over the mechanism.In practice, both fingertip and envelopinggraspsare
useful.
The mathematics used to describe grasping forces and stability is wetl-represent.ed
in tile literature. An analysis using these methods is presented in Chapter 5.
Grasp Types and Classifications
Xlanv different classifications of the grasp types used by humans have been proposed.
Although a robotic end effector may not use the exact grasping geometry preferred
bv a human, it is instructive to consider these descriptions. Each type of grasp is a
function not onh" of the size and shape of a given object, but also of the task to be
performed. A power grasp is usually an enclosure grasp, a grasp that must be able to
hold heavv objects or exert large forces. A precision grasp generally uses tile fingertips
for object manipulation, where delicate inovement of the object is necessary[12]. The
same object could be handled in both types of grasp: a screwdriver could be held
in a power grasp for loosening a rusted screw, then in a precision grasp for st.arting
another screw in a threaded hole.
\Vilhill these two _encr_[ ,-ateo_c, ries al,' various lFpes of grasps which are ii-
rectlv related to the geometry of the grasped object. Iberall cites a number of works
51'_;!'which discuss classifications ._, those of Schlesingeril4 ] and those of Cutkosky and
\Vright{15] are most relevant. In 19I!). Schlesinger proposed a set of six "'prehension
modes" which represented those grasps most commonh" used by humans. Because
of the date of his work. Schtesinger was obviously not considering the application of
these modes in robotics research, t_,lt they conciseh" cover the wide range of manip-
ulations possible with the human hand. Figure 1 shows these classifications, where
*h_' oval represents the l>ali,_ of the baird a:l,l *he heavv lines represenl fingers. E_,,}:
grasp is shown in a top view showing the relationship of the fingers to the palm. then
ill a side vi,,w ,l(,l>icti1_,a ;, },_,ll,I erast)iI_,.z, atl ,-)biec_ lspical of' l lte caterer\.
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Figure 1: Schlesinger's prehension modes
Schlesinger's prehension modes are general and address only the geometric cat-
egory of a grasped object. I]owever, it can be seen from the sketches in Figure 1
that the cylindrical, spherical, and hook modes would be used to manipulate heavv
objects or perform tasks that require large forces, while the tip, palmar, and lateral
pinch would be more suited to small, delicate objects.
In contrast to the generality of Schlesinger's categories, Cutkosky and Wright at-
tempted to codify specifically those grasps used by a machinist. Because a flexible
robot wi]] be most valuable in settings similar to a machine shop--factories, auto-
mated fabrication facilities, outer space, underwater, etc.--these classifications are
of particular interest. Their more specific and numerous grasp types are shown in
Figure 2. Although these nine grasp types include five o}" Sch]esinger's, the tip grasp
is divided into four categories based on the number of active fingertips, and the power
grasp, in which the thumb is used to lock the fingers around an object, is included as
well.
Although these representations are a convenient means to describing object/hand
relationships, they are unavoidably linked to the human hand model. In order to
design an end effector withou_ prejudice towards anthropomorphism, these grasping
classificatious must be considered morc as one ]->ossil)le means to s_ccessf_fl ,o}.lec_
apprehension than as a pa_rern which must be followed. The function of each of
these grasps is more important than the spocific implementation. For example, the
2-. 3-. 4-, and .5-fingertip grips of (/utkoksy and \Vrigi_t. as well as $chlesinger's _il>
prehension, are all examples of precision grasps used bv humans when the,.' wish to
have fine control over object movement, and are usually associated with small objects.
But the chuck of a drill, the collet of a lathe, chopsticks, and a quadraplegic's lips can
all perform similar functions. Even a human child may prefer Schlesinger's cylindrical
grasp over tip l)re}lension wil,,n first ]earui11.g to write. There are ne.'cessarih overlaps
and ambiguities in any attempt at grasp classification: rather than attempt to exactly
,l_lr,licate these modes, il is t)refe:able to to sl)au their :ange of function.
cylindrical
spherical
5 fingertip
3 fingertip
power
O hook &
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Figure 2: Cutkoskv and \Vright's manufacturing grips
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Active Sensing
An end effector can be used for far more than just grasping objects. Because it is
one connection between a robot and the world, an end effector can also be used to
gain information about its environment. In many cases, such sensing is integral to
successfuI task completion--vision and other remote sensing requires the use of such
actire sensing to remove uncertainty. The research of I(latzkv and Lederman has
shown that human percei)tioll is ex)remelv dependent upon physical contact with the
world, and that tt_e human vision :',s_cm is used in*erdependenttv with other types
of sensing[i6. 1T. 1S. 1!1i.
From their experimental results. I(latzkv and Lederman were able to define several
,'.r/)/,'_,ator 9 p_'ocedl_res(EP's) wl_ich were use(l by their subjects to obtain information
about unknown objects. Figure 3. adapted from [:20]. shows the properties of an object
and the corresponding EPs used to investigate these features.
Robotics researchers have used similar approaches. Allen used a sensor-covered
finger to identify surfaces, cavities, and holes in a visual object image[21 i. His work
proved cor_¢l lsivelv that altho_gh vision can L,ive much of tim information necessa:'v
for an accurate object descriplion, the use of active sensing is absolutely necessary
to s_pplement the vi,<lal imam< Beca_lse remote sensing can easily be fooled--even
1},,, Sul,l_isticule(t },,,n_a1_ vi>,aal ,-\>l('lll---acllla] },h\sical cot_lacI witlx an object is
necessary. Although the tool he used for his researchwas crude, simply one rigid
finger with a number of tactile sites covering its surface, the amount of information
that could be acquired wasquite impressive.
Stansfieldusedthe setof exploratory proceduresdefinedby Klatzky and Lederman
to attempt to identify and.classify:objects[22]. Her expert system usedactive halotic
exploration, guided by a passive visual system, to learn about the environment, and.
in combination with low-level sensing, to recognize generic objects. Her work helped
justify the hypothetical connection 10etween human psychological sensing research an(i
artificial intelligence as applied in robotics.
Tsikos used laser range data and a gripper/arm manipulation system to determine
the nature of the connections between objects[23.24]. His work has shown definitively
that- active sensing, in fact. active manipulation of object attributes, is necessary in
order to segment a sensed object into its component pieces. Without the additional
information provided bv dynamic exploration, a remote sensing system is incapable
of determining the nature of the connection between perceived objects: e.g.. whether
they are rigidly attached or simply resting one upon the other.
The research into active sensing is hampered by ineffective tools. One of the goals
of tile work presented hel<, is to provide an end effector which will serve as a platfor']i
for the sensors necessary _o explore objects, as well as a tool for manipulation _hese
objects.
Thesis Outline
The chapters within this thesis show the progression of the design process. In real itv.
this does not follow strict chronological order: rather, the path which illustrates the
,'l,'Inenls o(" tile 4esign most clearly and logica]l\ was chosen.
This chapter has shown what previous researchers have done in fields related
,o ,._[,i 4Fv¢_,,[ ,tesiL, h. ('ll;,I_,'r lw(-, will ,'_,In},i;l(" I]leSe idea_ ari,l some p,.aclicat
l0
considerations into a conciseexpressionof the designproblem and goals. It will also
explain the philosophy of t}_' cie_i,mer Tile next two chapters present the solution:
Chapter Three is concerned with the palm design, Chapter Four with the finger design.
In Chapter Five. an analysis of some aspects of the design is presented, as well as a
computer simulation based on the results. A grasp planning algorithm using these
tools is also described and its implementation demonstrated. Chapter Six concludes
with an evaluation of the success of the design, and discusses areas of future research.
An attempt has been n_a(le to empllasize underlying principles Father than a
specific implementation. For this reason, the main body of the thesis does not contain
precise design details, nor does it discuss mechanical design elements such as bearings.
motors, or gears. Instead, Appendix A presents the details of the first version of the
l_TPenn Hand. an end effect or specifically for the research laboratory and Appendix
B describes the Rotary Breakaway I_Iechanism. a type of friction clutch invented to
actuate the fingers. Finally, Appendix C presents control and sensing systems.
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Chapter 2
Design Criteria
Any solution requires a precise definition of tile problem, as well as the constraints
under which that problem must be solved. An end effector mechanism is no different.
Chapter One discussed the previous research important to hand design. This chapter
will attempt to clearly define the criteria for a successful design.
For a mechanisnl as sophisticated as a robotic end effector, there are a wide variety
of solutions to an\ given _t)plic:_*ion. These variances reflec_ the philosophy of tile
_lesigner. This chapter will l,I,_s,>I:* tlJv design philosophy expressed later in the thesis.
and justify se\_'ral choices l_;,<te at the out_-et of the design process.
The design discussed here is mean{ _o be useful in a wide range of applications.
fr,_m flexible manufacturin.,,g _o un,ierwaler *o a research iaborator\. The aim is to
present the basis for a wide range of medium-complexity end effectors, which are
strong, robust, self-contained, and easy to control and use. The UPenn Hand.
which was specifically designed for a research laboratory, is described in detail in
Appendix A.
1'2
Goals
From the grasping classiiications described in the previous chapter, we can obtain
a very specific set, of requirements for an end effector. The design will be consid-
ered successful if it can achieve the grasping modes of Schlesinger and Cutkoksy and
Wright, or, alternatively, can grasp tile same types of objects that are represented by
these modes. An emphasis on power grasps is preferred to precision grasping.
One practical goal is a self-contained end effector which can be mounted on a
conventional robot arm. However, from grasping analysis, the consensus is t}_at nine
degrees of freedom (DOF) are necessary for manipulation of an object within a fin-
gertip grasp[1, 9.25]. While other hands with 9 or more.DOF have had the actuators
mounted remotely or have used special-purpose arms. neither of these options is ideal.
The control of a large number of degrees of freedom is also considered a major prob-
lem. since experience in control of complicated systems has shown that computational
complexity increases exponentially with the number of degrees of freedom. This is
evident from the mathematics used to describe serial manipulatorsI26 ]. In order to
meet weight and space constraints, as well as _o simplify control, a successful design
wollld have fewor than five acttlalors.
\\'ith less lhan 9 (legrees of freedom, il i_ not possible to arbitrarily position ti_ree
fingertips in space, which means that object manipulation within a grasp requires in-
teraction with the en\ironInent or another han,l. [towever, an emphasis on enveloping
grasps for object apprehension--which require fewer degrees of freedom and provide
geometrically stable prehension--will extend utility.
Enveloping grasps also give much information about object shape and size. By
lifting an object free of s,tpport, weight and density can be obtained. But the ex-
ploratory procodllres of Kla*zkv and Led('rman. as well as the research of Allen and
Stansfield, show the need for several other end effector characteristics. One finger
should be exlensible as a prohe. This finger sllould have tactile, force/moment, and
<_IIu.r specialize, l s,'tlsors 1_, ali(,w ['or ,ti_,'(_\crv _[' ,,I,je(t atlritm!,': such as texture.
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hardness,and temperature, as well as for COlltour following. A large surface, such
as the palm. should be covered with a tactile array which allows "'footprints" of an
object. These attributes are quite compatible with other design imperatives, and
they allow the determination of object properties which are essential for successful
manipulation of unknown objects.
Design Philosophy
In the design of a mechanical hand, it is tempting to try to duplicate the human
hand. However, most applications for robotic hands require a small subset of the
abilities required of the human hand: it is better to design for the advantages and
disadvantages of the tools that are available. There is no reason that a robotic end
effect.or can't be better in some situations than the human hand. in much the same
way that automobiles are faster than humans when traveling on smooth roads.
We can. however, learn from the human model. Because a designer has the human
hand readily available as a referent, it is unreasonable to avoid using it as a model
on some level. There are certain operations that the human hand uses over and over
• ' ot-,_,c-t_ These qr'a.spir_ 2 pr',,,r_itire.s are a wav
of reducing the complexity of a grasping operation to a sequence of preprogrammed
motions. The human ha_d performs these on a reflexive level: with concentration.
each joint in the human halld can be moved individually, but this is rarely necessar\, l
1Rather than implement these grasping primitives at the control level, which means
we must have actuation and low-level control for each movement, we define the con-
cept of mecl:,a_:,ical i_;,te//ig_ ,,,_. It is possible to imbue a mechanism with the ability to
respond and react to the environment without guidance from a controller. By nature.
the por[orman(> c)f sllc]l a ,]_:xice is predictai_le and in\ariant, bu_ in some sit_laIi,::,ii>
11 am indebted to David Brock of MIT's Artificial Intelligence Laboratory for pointing this out.
I was previously under th,_ mistaken impression lhat w_ could not control the last two finger joints
l_Jd,'p,'l_,ten_ly Th,'y ar,'a[,t_ar,'ntl) cou[,lod aslmrt oI'lhe, Ivarning process, aswoll:tsmechanic;ill5
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this is an attractive alte:'native. In this case,a mechanically intelligent end effector
would implement grasping primitives al the mechanicallevel, asfar outboard as pos-
sible. There are severalad\anlages to ,his: it allows for simpler control, it provides
for feweractuators, aswell asmaking the deviceself-contained,low-maintenance,and
reliable.
Throughout the designprocess,wealsoattempt to adhereto the principles of good
design. \Vhenever presented with a set of options, choose the one which is simplest.
cheapest, and most _'eliable. all ollw_" things Being eq_al. By avoiding exotic opvions.
the design mav prove to be less interesting, but it will be much more useful and
robust.
In addition, an emphasis was placed on "'quick-anddirty" prototyping; that is.
the implementation of design ideas in a form that is easy to test and takes little
time to build. In some cases, manually controlled prototypes were built to test ideas
wit, hour the investment of time and money into computer-control architectures and
equipment. One such device is discussed in detail in Chapter Three. Although some
computer and mathematical sim_l]a_ion techniques were used (one is discussed in
('hapter Five). actual physical implementalion was considered necessary to coniirm
tl_eoI'eticaI _'es_llt s.
The o\erali desigl_ philosophy of this hand design is to emphasize practically\.
common sense, and ease of,zse over all else. After all. the resulting end effector is
mean_ to be a tool. in whatever application, and lhe ideal tool is transpa_'ent zo the
user. whether man or machine.
L.5
Chapter 3
The Palm
A hand design can be separated into two parts: the design of the palm and how the
fingers relate to each other, and the finger design itself. This chapter will discuss the
palm design, the next will present the finger design.
A palm is essentially a junction for a number of serial manipulators. In many hand
designs, this is the only function that it serves. But if we look at how the human
hand works, we see that t]lc palm is much more than simply where the fingers attach.
T}le palm is used as a platfbrm for graspillg, a surface agains_ which objects are held
in enveloping grasps. rllese enclosure grasps, as mentioned in the previous chapter.
are especially important for a hand design with limited degrees of freedom. In such
a prehension mode. the hand provides one or more "'free" contacts, that is. contacts
which do not require additional degrees of freedom, and therefore do not require an
increase in the number of actuators and the control complexity.
As mentioned previously, the palm can also serve as a sensing medium. With
the fingers folded out of t},c way. t.he pahn can be pressed against objects and a
*actile sensine array cau I,e used to ol,taiu information about the object. A tactile
footprint can also be obtained by grasping an object in an enclosure grasp. In this
case. t}le contact press,ire of lhe object against the palm can be varied by increasine
,_t ,tccreasiI_ t},_, ti_lgcr co_t_ct forc,es.
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The pahn. if well-designed,can serveanother function. Xlason and others[T. S'
have analyzedthe behavior of objects when pushed. The palm is an ideal surfacefor
this. sinceit is rigidly attacIled to the end of the robot arm. The contact force in this
caseis limited only by the strength of the arm. not by the fingers. The fingers can be
used to guide the object against the palm. and to change the shape of the "pusher."
A Class of Junctions for Serial Linkages
A serial mechanical linkage, in general, is a sequence of "'screw joints" connected
in a series of links, each link being connected to only one other link. In robotics.
mechanisms with onh" translational or rotational joints--special cases of the more
general screw joint.-- are most common. The movement of a link is only' dependent
on the movement of the links previous to it. and this movement can be explicitly
and uniquely defined for each set of the previous joint movements by use of forward
kinematics. The human arm. a snake's body. and a backhoe are all examples of serial
mechanical linkages.
There has been much research into the behavior of robot arms. fingers, and legs.
;_,] _}le d\'nanlics at_(1 l<i!_,'t:natic_ o{' I}le's(" t_l_,cIlailisms t:as },<_,'n rhoro,lailh sr,_ii<.,i.
However. _hese linkages ar(' oft(-,n connected together in some fashion to form hands.
walking inachines, or multi-arm rol)ol s\stems. Very little attention has been paid ro
connections orjunctio_.s }>,_lwcen serial linkag('s. In order for a combination of linkages
to be considered serial, they must t_e connected only at their base. or zeroth link.
The geometry of this connection is what determines the properties of the combined
mechanism.
The number of so-called .jt_7_ctioT_.s of.:erial/iTH,:age.s is infinite, but one special class
of t},cse mecllatiism: is of i_al'_ic_lal • inl,,rest _o tl_e work t>rese_lted }lere. Becausc-' t,f
their suitability for hand designs, this area has been explored extensively, but current
work in\cs_igates other applications.
1T
JFigure 4: The palm of the Compliant Articulated Mechanical Manipulator
One Special Set
The author originally proposed one type of junction in the Compliant Articulated
.XIechanical _Ianipulator (('A._IM), a multi-jointed three-fingered mechanical hand[27]
(see Figure 4). The palm of CAMM is a specific implementation of a more general
class of junctions for serial manipulators.
If we consider t_ serial Iillkages which are Io connected at their base. then for eacE
J_. we can define this me_,hc)d of linking the ba._e of each linkage. Let us assume lha,'
',h¢-' axes of rotatiun fuI tit,- first joint of each of tltese linkages ])ass tErough t>_i_lt_
equally spaced along a circle of radius d. and that these axes are perpendicular to the
plane which contains the circle. \Ve further assume that the first link which contains
this first rotational joint has width w and length r. The geometry of this case is
shown in Figure 5 for _ = 4.
The degenerate case is when d = 0. and the axes of rotation coincide. In this
sit,lation, for non-zero val,_es of _' and _ > I. the inlerference between joints lilnits
the rotational range of the linkages. The linkages can never move until they are
parallel to each other, ttowever, if we increase d. we increase the maximum angular
,lisplacement of eacll linkages first joint. ©he very useful result of this is that we can
ti]_,t ;,',: ,,×pr,*ssioIl for a ,/ wlli,:t] allow_ ;_ li,_t< _() t_¢, parallel with _he links on ei*12or
0centers of
rotation
n=4
Figure .5: An example with n = 4
side of it.. In this case.
_u
d-
2 s,n: : )
where 0 = >'--= If we estabtisl: radii of rotation aro,md these separated centers. :b.en
wc see tIiat The linkages move, a:o:::,(1 loI ,_,. ,)f _}l_, j_l::ction. I: i_ importan: to nc,'_,'
:hal in this class of junctions. :he second j<)i:lt of :l:e serial ]iukages is displaced }>:a
radius r from the center of rotation. This seI)ai'ation is what allows such a wide range
o{' n:o_elnent for the serial lil:kage. \\hen _' = 0. we ha_•e a dege:_,:,rate case. Figure
_1shows several simple examples for n -- 1 to -1.
It is possible to vary the l-,ossibte junctions widely with _he addition of fixed serial
junctions between lobes. If 77 = "2 and a fixed finger is placed between the two
:::ovable ill:gets, then we ilax,_- a col:[igurati(m whicl: is quite versa.tile. If we couple
_}le, moveme, nt of the fi:l_ors alo::nd tilde palm. w_, l:a\e a .i,:nct ion wi: h only one de_r,_o
of freedom, but one that can achieve a \er\ wide range of grasping configurations.
Figure 7 shows the five tyl)o._ of grasps possil?le.
.\n(,l}l¢:r a,t',_tntago to _}Li', c(_I:tig::rati(iil is l}:al :}_e palmar surfaces of :t:e fing¢_,,s
I!)
iiii
iii!!!i!ii!i!i!iii!i!iiiii!i_ii_iii!!i#":i!_iiiii_iii!!_iiiiiiiiiii_i_iiiii_!ii_!_i
:_iii!!!iiiiiiii!iiiiii!i!!ii!illii!ii!ii!ii!iiiiiii_iiii!i ii i!iiiiiiilli_ii_iii_
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Figure 6: Several possible junctions for serial manipulators
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Figure 7: Five grasping modes
are always facing directly inwards--simplifying the sensing of an object within a
grasp--in contrast to the human hand. where the lateral movement of the fingers
does not allow this. The five grasping modes are described below with their parallels
in $chlesinger's and Cutkoskv and Wright's work defined as well:
The pinch grip occurs when the two movable fingers are brought together on the
opposite side of the palm from the thumb. The inside of these two fingers are lined
with rubber, which allows for friction grasping of small objects. This is primarily
a precision grasp, used for picking up small, delicate objects. It is similar to the
lateral pinch grasp described by both Schtesinger and Cutkosky and Wright. In ad-
dition, some operations which are usually performed by Schlesinger's tip prehension
and Cutkosky and Wright's two-finger precision grasp can be achieved in this config-
uration. The flexibility of this grasp is enhanced by the ability to change its nature
by changing the angle of the fingers. In Figure S, this technique is illustrated. This
grasp is very similar to tile precision grasp used by amputees who have been fitted
with a split hook prosthesis. In this case. a cvlindrical groove between the halves
of the hook allow for stable grasping of a pencil or similar small cylindrical objects.
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Figure 8: Variations of the pinch grasping mode
Figure 9: \:ariations in the cylindrical grasping mode
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Such an implementation in the robotic end effector could prove useful.
The cylindrical grasp, when the two fingers are opposite the thumb, is analogous
to Schlesinger's cylindrical grasp and Cutkoskv and Wright's cylindrical power and
precision grips. This mode allows for the apprehension of a wide range of shapes
and sizes, from small cylindrical objects to larger rectangular box-shaped objects (see
Figure 9). In addition, this mode allows a version of the lateral pinch grasp, when an
object is held between the three fingertips. The attractiveness of this grasp lies in its
strength. Since the palmar surfaces of all three fingers are holding the object against
the palm. objects are held very securely.
The spherical grasp, with the three fingers roughly 120 degrees apart, is similar
to Schlesinger's spherical grasp and Cutkosky and Wright's spherical power and 3-
finger. 4-finger, and 5-finger precision grasps. In a power grasp, the palmar surfaces of
90
Figure 10: Variations of the spherical grasp
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Figure 11: Variations of the hook grasp
the fingers are used to hold a spherical object against the palm, while in a precision
grip, the three fingertips form a three-sided fingertip grasp which is similar to the
chuck on a drill. In Figure 10, the application of this grasp to various objects is
shown.
When the two fingers are rotated until they are opposite each other, they can
be used in a tip grasping mode. This is exactly the tiI_ prehension described by
Schlesinger and the 2-finger precision grip described by, Cutkosky and Wright. Al-
though this grasp relies primarily on friction for stability, it can be useful in appre-
hending objects that. are ackwardly placed or for manipulating objects securely held
in some manner. The pinch grasp provides a more stable grasp of most small objects.
The hook mode of grasping uses all three fingers located together on one side of
the palm. This allows for two types of grasping: a passive grip on a handle or similar
structure where the fingers act. as a hook, or an active grasp where all three fingers
hold a large object against the palm. This is a grasp that could be used to lift one
side of a large flat object (in cooperation with another hand) where the size of the
object precludes a.n enveloping grasp. Fig_lre 11 shows these uses.
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Experimentation
To test the performance of such a palm/finger relationship, a crude teleoperated
prototype of the hand was built. Rather than invest a great deal of time and money
into developing a computer-controlled prototype, this simple device, machined from
aluminum, has three single-jointed fingers which are actuated by means of stainless-
steel cable. A grip which fits tile human hand allows the experimenter to control the
fingers and the movement of the fingers around the palm. The current implementation
has flexible sheaths which allow the hand itself to be moved independently of the
control grip.
In order to effectively test the abilities of such a mechanism, a small internal-
combustion engine was chosen as a typical disassembly subject s Using standard tools.
such as screwdrivers and wrenches, the hand was used to partially disassemble the
engine. This experiment, along with other, more specific, analyses of each grasp,
allowed a precise determination of the abilities and weaknesses of the palm geome-
try. From these results the thickness of the fingers relative to the palm, the actual
palm shape, and the optimum movement of the fingers relative to each other was
determined.
It is surprising that a mechanism with such a limited number of degrees of
freedom--especially in this poor implementation--could perform such a complicated
task. All of the credit for this success cannot go to the design. In this case. a human
arm replaced a robot arm, the human brain replaced a control computer, and human
muscles replaced actuators; these components greatly increased the ability of the
mechanism. However, only the palm/finger geometry was being tested in this exper-
iment; no claims as to the eventual performance of a computer-controlled prototype
are made based on these experiments.
This configuration was found suitable and adopted in the design of the first version
1This at the suggestion of Dr Richard Paul. who felt the usefulness of the hand could be tested
best manually and in a real application.
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Figure 12: Assembl\ of palm and finger bases in the UPenn Hand
of the UPenn Hand. Figure 12 shows an assembly drawing of the palm and finger
bases.
Although the palm/finger relationship seemed close to optimum, there were sig-
nificant problems with the fingers. It was found that fingers with only a single joint
have serious difficulties in wrapping around objects and obtaining the enveloping-
type grasps discussed in Chapter Two. Although various finger shapes were tried.
each was found to be optimal for only a limited number of objects. And although it
was possible to use the fingertips in friction-type grasping, the stability was variable
and relied upon a rubber coating for the fingers. The next chapter will present an
alternative approach to the finger design.
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Chapter 4
The Finger
The previous chapter defined a type of palm/finger relationship with one degree of
freedom. Although five distinct grasp modes are obtained with this configuration, a
finger design which is useful in all of these modes is necessary for the best performance.
Optimally, each finger would use only one actuator, which would give a total of four
actuators for the complete hand.
However. based on the experimentation described earlier, it seems that single-
jointed fingers have limited usefulness. At least two joints are necessary to achieve the
preferred enveloping grasps, and in order to obtain the number of contacts necessary
for stable frictionless grasping. One option would be to switch actuation from joint
to joint by means of clutches, brakes, or solenoids, and let the controller decide the
relative motion of each finger joint. But. in keeping with the design philosophy
expressed in Chapter Two, it is preferable to look for a mechanical solution.
Coupled Joints
The author originally proposed the concept of coupled joints in his Compliant Ar-
ticulated Mechanical Manipulator, which used two motors per finger to actuate four
tendon-driven joints[27]. Leaver based a later three-jointed two-actuator finger design
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on this idea, and also proposeda matrix method of representingsuchcoupling[28].
Thesedesignsusedtendonsto transmit torque from the actuator to the joints. Bv
varying the tendon routing and the sizeof the pulleys used. various coupled motions
can be produced. Joints can be driven by other joints in a similar manner.
The advantageof coupledjoints is that fingers canbedesignedsoasto moreeasily
conform to the shapeof objects. This is extremely usefulin envelopinggrasps,where
stability dependson contacts on the palmar surfacesof the fingers, that is, on the
inside surfacesof joints instead of just the fingertips. Suchgrasps are stronger and
morestable sincethey do not rely on friction for stability[11]. However,rigid coupling
between joints defines a single set of joint angles for each actuator displacement.
For example, if two joints are coupled by pulleys with radii of rl and r2, the joint
displacements01 and 02 are defined by the relation:
01 02
F 1 r2
Such rigid coupling means that contact on both joints will occur only for a small
set of convex objects--most objects will only contact the finger on only one joint.
However. if we place a spring or rubber section in the coupling tendon the finger will
wrap around an object and ins_we multiple contacts. This design is compliant only
in closing, and in most cases can exert large contact forces; a description of such a
finger can be found in [29].
Neither of these implementations is ideal. Rigid coupling does not fully utilize
the advantages of coupled joints, and compliant tendons can adversely affect grasp
stability in certain cases.
A Two-Jointed Compliantly Coupled Finger
A new transmission and actuation method for coupled joints is shown in Figure 13.
Two worm gears are connected to the finger actuator. One worm wheel is rigidly at-
tached to the first joint of the finger, the other is attached to a pulley. Stainless-steel
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Figure 13: Actuation of Coupled Joints
cable connects this pulley to another at the second joint. In the current implemen-
tation, a novel "breakawav" mechanism allows for compliance. This mechanism is
integral to the worm gear reduction, acts as a clutch which stops movement of the
first joint at a certain threshold torque, and has a memory which causes the joints to
always return to the same relative position when fully open.
Function
When there is no contact between the finger and the object, the joints will move
in a relationship defined bv the relative worm gear reductions. When the first joint
requires a joint torque higher than the breakawa.y torque, it decouples from the finger
actuator (it will still passively maintain this breakaway torque because of the non-
backdrivable worm gear reduction). The second joint will remain coupled to the finger
actuator and continue to rotate. If the object shifts within the grasp and the first
joint torque falls below the breakaway torque, the first joint will re-couple with the
motor and move until the breakawav torque is encountered again.
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Two advantages of this design are evident. First. multiple finger/object contacts
will result with most objects. Second. after breakaway, the torque around the second
joint can be actively controlled. Before breakaway (and in rigidly coupled finger
joints), the joint torques a_re indeterminate, and can be related only by the single
equation
?'1 _'2
where rl and r2 represent the torques at joints 1 and 2, G1 and G2 represent the gear
reductions for joints 1 and 2, and r,,,o_o_ represents the torque provided by the joint
actuator. After breakaway, the torques are defined by the equations:
r I -----rbrea.I ¢ 7-2 --G2[i"moto r rbreakG1 ] (1)
Now_ the torque around the first joint is constant, and an), variation in actuator
torque will cause a corresponding variation in joint two torque. This allows 72--and
the joint two contact force--to be actively controlled, which is the ideal situation to
insure grasp stability.
The breakawav torque is proportional to the motor torque on the fingers when
they are ruth opened against their s_ops, and can be changed before each grasp. This
is useful if _he same hand is to be used to pick up bot, h eggs and hammers.
One result of the use of a non-backdrivable worm gear reduction is that large
cent.act forces can be passiveh resisted t.o the limit of the strength of the materials
used in construction. The use of enveloping grasps allows such a hand to pick up
heavv objects which tend to produce high joint torques. In similar situations, a
backdrivable gear reduction would require much larger motors.
Because the motors can be smaller and lighter, they are mounted at the finger base.
The motor shaft directly drives the two worm gears, and as a result, there is very little
backlash in the system. Unlike conventional tendon-driven fingers, which require long
tendon runs and complicated pretensioning systems, this design allows for an accurate
serve control loop to l)e closed around the motor--there is minimal error in the
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transmission. However,although thejoint positionsare read by potentiomotors at the
.joints. thesedisplacementsarenot stricth, definedwith respect to motor displacement
and cannot be actively controlled. Rather, although a function of the two joint
positions defines the motor position, there is an infinite range of joint displacements
for each motor position, and the joint displacement depends on the shape of the object
being grasped.
The non-backdrivable worm gear reduction is not without drawbacks. First of
all. although compact, the efficiency of this type of transmission is low. Theoretical
values on the order of sixty-five percent are obtained in this application. This varies
a great deal depending on lubrication, worm lead, and gear materials. Also. the
reaction forces at the supports of the worm wheel and the worm must also be taken
into consideration and compensated for in the design of the transmission. And force
control of low-efficiency linkages, though a subject of some successful research, is
generally considered quite difficult. However, in this specific application, it was found
that these trade-offs were acceptable. Further, it proved impossible to achieve the
design goals through any other approach.
Mounting the motors at the finger bases allows for all four motors to be placed
under the palm. Sensor and power cables are terminated by connectors also located
under the palm. The result is a self-contained unit which can be quickly attached or
removed fi'om the robot arm and the control system. This is important in situations
where multiple end effectors are used on one arm, when repairs have to be made to
the device, or when one end effector is to be used on different arms.
The use of the breakawav mechanism in the actuation of coupled joints leads to a
near optimal performance for a two-jointed finger. After breakaway, actuator torque
is transferred to the second joint, with its shorter moment arm, and (usually) more
advantageous contact position. In addition, the compliance provided by this actuation
method means that the fingers will achieve enveloping grasps on almost all objects.
Figure 14 shows the finger assembh" as implemented in the UPenn Hand. The next
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IFigure 14: Assembly of the fingers of the UPenn Hand
chapter demonstrates the advantages of this design through analytical methods.
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Chapter 5
Analysis
The previous two chapters described the end effector design. In this chapter, analyses
of selected aspects of the mechanism are presented in order to show its theoretical
behavior. Rather than indulge in a lengthy exposition of all calculations made in the
design of the hand, those derivations are shown which illustrate the performance of
the hand most clearly, and which are crucial to a justification of the design. These
include a kinematic analysis of the fingers relative to the palm. a static analysis of
two fingers and a palm in the plane, and a computer simulation of the hand. A grasp
planning algorithm is also presented, and its implementat, ion in simulation shown.
Throughout, boldface letters are used to indicate vector or matrix quantities,
and non-boldface letters are used to indicate scalar quantities. All other terms and
conventions are defined at their first use. Much of this chapter is taken from a previous
publication by the author[30], with some modification.
Kinematic Analysis
The position of any point in the reference frame of joints 1 or 2 can be expressed
in the reference frame of the palm quite easily using homogeneous transformation
matrices[26]. In Figure 15. two points a and b are shown with coordinates expressed
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Figure 1,5: Forward Iiinematics of a Finger with Two Parallel Joints
in the reference frames of joints t and '2. respectively. If the superscript 0 is used to
indicate resolution in the reference frame of the palm. then
a 0 = To al b o o 1 2 TOb 2= T1T2b =
where "rj is the transformation matrix relating a point expressed in frame j to frame
i (joint 1 coordinates are frame 1: joint 2 coordinates are frame 2). These equations
allow us to find the global position of any point expressed in joint coordinates, given
the sensed joint angles 01 and 02 and the geometry of the finger. Similar equations
extended to the three-space of planar wrenches aid us in the following stat.ic analysis
of contact forces and joint, torques. 1
1The inverse kinematics (finding the joint angles given the global position of a point fixed in the
linger) are of no use: the compliant coupling described in the previous chapter does not allow us to
arbitrarily determine both joint angles.
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Figure 16: Two fingers and a palm grasping an object
Static Analysis
A static analysis of one isolated finger will not prove instructive. However, if we
connect the bases of two fingers by a palm, we can consider enveloping grasps of planar
objects. This is a modification of an idea used by Trinkle in analyzing enveloping
grasps of planar objects using single-jointed straight fingers[ill. Figure 16 shows a
typical case of such a system holding an object. In general, if there are n frictionless
point contacts[I] between an object and the hand. the condition for static equilibrium
is that[25]:
We = Wex t (2)
where W is the 3x77 matrix of the planar contact wrenches, c is the lxn matrix
of wrench intensities, and XVext is the external wrench being applied to the object
(forces and moments exerted by gravity or the environment). The matrix c can be
decomposed into a particular and a homogeneous matrix, such that:
c = Cp + ,\ch (3)
The homogeneous solution eh can be found by solving Equation 2 for a Wex t of zero
magnitude. The particular solution cp will then vary with the value of Wex t. If there
exists a homogeneous solution such that all the components of Ch are positive, then
we can find a value of the real constant ,\ such that the sign of all of the components
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of c are positive. This is useful in the case when we have unisense contact forces:
i.e. forces which can push but not pull.
A majority of operations that need to be performed by dextrous robot hands
require that the grasped object by completely constrained by the hand. Such a
situation has been called form closure[lO, 31]. In other words, the grasping forces may
be combined to resist any external wrench on the object. As opposed to that, force
closure characterizes a situation in which the object is in equilibrium only because the
load wrench acting on the object belongs to the union of the non-negative span of the
unisense contact wrenches and the span of the other contact wrenches. For example,
a human hand tightly grasping a baseball is form closure, where the geometry of the
palm and fingers physically prevents the ball from moving, while a coat hanging on
a hook is force closure, where stability depends on an external wrench, in this case
the weight of the coat. Clearly, form closure is a more stringent condition than force
closure.
In this paper, we define grasp stability as form closure in two dimensions. The
hand must be able to resist any zero pitch wrench 2 in thee plane of the fingers. In
other words, the contact wrenches should span the fifth special three-system[32] that
consists of screws of zero pitch along all lines in the plane and screws of infinite pitch
along all lines perpendicular to the plane. In practice, however, a more rigorous defi-
nition for grasp stability which incorporates the constraints arising from the contact
interactions (for example, the frictional constraints) must be used. Here, a geometric
definition of grasp stability which is equivalent to form closure in two dimensions is
felt to be adequate.
For our analysis, we make several simplifications:
• The contacts between object and finger o1 palm are considered ffictionless point
contacts. A line contact is modelled as a single frictionless point cont, act at. the
midpoint of the contact segment.
2See [3;?] for an understanding of screw theory,
3.5
• Each finger link (and the palm) has only one contact point.
• The fingers function in the manner discussed in the previous chapter.
• We know the point of contact from tactile sensors or from knowledge of the size
and shape of the object. We know the torques (after breakaway) by reference
to Equation 1.
It is important to note that these are conservative assumptions: a pessimistic analysis
will insure stability when the resuhs are used in real-world situations. Each of these
conditions reduce the number of solutions which will give us form closure. Frictional
forces are reaction forces and can only resist the movement of an object away from
stability. Frictionless point contacts can only exert forces along the contact normal,
and in the case of finger/object contact: only with positive sense. But line contacts can
also exert moments on a object, so a line contact will improve stability over a point
contact. Multiple contacts on a given link will happen with only very irregularly-
shaped objects: however, it can be shown that, m general, multiple contacts will
produce the same conditions for stability as a single contact[ill. Form closure in
this idealized case is a sufficient, but not necessary, condition for form closure with
friction, line or multiple contacts.
Next. we solve for c h in the equation:
"_Vch = 0 4)
In our case, the contacts between the fingers and the object are defined as shown in
Figure 16. We can then specify W and c, which yields:
Wii "_V12 Wzi W22 Wo ]
FI 1
F12
£x
52
Fo
0
= 0
0
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In the planar case,a wrench can be expressedas:
W ._
£
M
(.5)
If we express all wrenches in a reference frame with an origin at the joint between
the palm and finger 1, we obtain:
0 ,Sll ,Sls --821 --S2s
1 Cll Cls C21 C2s
do du d12 + llq2 d21+ loc21 d22+llc22+10c2_
&
fll
&2
v2,
&2
0
= 0
0
where sij is short for sin0ij, s,s represents sin(0il + 0i2), and the distances are as
shown in Figure 16.
From the functional description of the finger, we can determine two of the compo-
nents of the matrix c: the magnitudes of the forces Fll and F_.I. Assuming breakawav.
which we can always obtain by increasing the motor torque.
Fll >_ "rb_e_k'l F21 >_ rb_e_*;._.._..____2
dll d21
where rb,_=k,, refers to the breakaway torque of finger i. To find the homogenous
solution, we use the equality' in these two expressions and reduce:
0 $1s --'S2s
1 Cl, C2a
do d12 -+-, llc12 d22 -;- 11c22 + [oC'2s
Vo
&2
&2
/C'llS11 -- /L"21 $21
Fuql + &1c21
Flldll + F21(d21 + 10C21)
The above equation fits the general form of a linear system of equations, Ax = b,
and can be easily solved by premultiplying each side by A -1. The expression then
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reduces to:
where
and
A _._
0
1
do
b
X
G
&2
&=
= A-lb
Nls --82s
Cls C2s
d12 + 11c12 d22 +,/lc22 + Ioc2,
_/711811 - F21.$21
&1cll + F21c_I
&1all1 + F_l(d=l + loc=1
i6)
Computer Simulation of Planar Grasping
This closed-form solution lends itself to computer implementation. Bv using a com-
puter simulation of planar grasping, the conditions for form closure can be shown
graphically. The first version of the simulator has output of the form shown in Fig-
ures 17. 18 and 19. The graph shows the final position of the object with the hand.
The data below shows the numerical values of the distances, angles, and forces, as
represented in Figure 16: as well as the A. A -1. x. and b matrices defined in Equa-
tion 6. The input is in the form of a number of coordinate pairs representing the
vertices of a polygon. Smooth surfaces and curves are approximated bv closely-spaced
points. The program will rotate the object a specified number of degrees, center it in
the grasp, and close each joint of the two fingers until contact is made. The forces F0.
F12. and F22 are then computed using Equation 6. If these forces are positive, then
form closure can be obtained simply by increasing the motor torque until the object
is completely constrained.
There are several situations where the program will reject the grasp. First. if
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Based on breakaway at 0.i N-m: fll = 3.0629 N
f21 = 2.0786 N
dO = 30.0 mm
d!l = 32.6 mm
d12 = 20.6 mm
d21 = 48.1 mm
d22 = 34.4 mm
thetail = 104.8 deg
thetal2 = 49.8 deq
theta2! = !00.0 deg
theta22 = 67.1 deg
A
det (A) = -24.6806
f0 = 1.1445 N
f12 = 2.2611 N
f22 = 0.2499 N
0,0000
1.0000
29,9826
-i -3.1418 0.2471 0.0251
A = 0.4416 -0.2711 0.0090 b =
-3.6323 -0.5212 0.0174
0.4290
-0 .9033
62.5648
0.9143
-i.1416
171.2010
-0.2231
-0.9748
-18.3268
This qrasp is stable.
Figure 17: Grasping a Five-Sided Polygon
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Based on breakaway at 0.i N-m: fll - 3.3054 N
f21 = 3.5067 N
dO = 40.0 mm
dll = 30.3 mm
d!2 = 44.0 rmm
d2 _ = 28.5 mm
d22 = 44.4 mm
thetall = 117.8 deg
thetal2 = 102.1 deg
theta21 = 117.3 deg
theta22 = 102.8 deg
A
det(A) = 38.9082
f0 = 1.61il N
f12 = 3.2624 N
f22 = 2.9534 N
-i
A =
1.2136 -0.0124 0.0253
0.0158 -0.6616 0.0165
1.5697 -0.6599 0.0165
0.0000 -0.6419 0.6435
1.0000 -0.7668 -0.7655
40.0000 30.4049 -31.2_12
-0.1937
b = -3.1511
71.4011
This qrasp is stable.
Figure 18: Grasping an Elliptical Object
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Based on breakaway at 0.1 N-m: fll = 1.8558 N
f21 = 3.5514 N
dO = 55.9 mm
dl! = 53.9 n_n
d!2 = 39.7 mm
d21 = 28.2 m_
d22 = 39.8 nun
thetall = !0!.0 deg
thetal2 = 103.4 deg
theta21 = 112.9 deg
theta22 = 72.8 deg
a
det(A) = 21.9743
f0 = -0.3381 N
f12 = 3.1571 N
f22 = -1.4868 N
-i
A =
1.9679 -0.2740 0.0228
-1.5961 -0.2528 0.0045
3.4390 -1.0489 0.0188
0.0000 -0.4124 0.0994
1.0000 -0.9110 -0.9950
55.8951 24.6475 -2_.5449
-1.4497
b = -1.7349
89.4625
This grasp is NOT stable.
Figure 19: Grasping an Irregular Object
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the fingertip will contact an object before the inside surface of the finger. Second,
as described above, if any of the three forces are negative. Third. if there is no
solution to the matrix equation. Again. this analysis is based on the very conservative
assumptions outlined earlier. The computer simulation results show several cases
which in fact would "settle" into stable configurations, as well as cases which were
unacceptable because of fingertip contacts a.
One result of the simulation has been the justification of the finger design. By
running the program on a wide variety of object shapes, it has been shown that the
finger will achieve form closure for at least one range of approach angles for almost
every shape. With additional stability provided by friction contacts in most real
situations, and the resistance to moments provided by line contacts, the finger will
achieve form closure in man), more situations. But the real significance of the result is
that form closure can be achieved without precomputing the grasp and without force
feedback. By simply sensing the contact positions and the joint angles, not only' can
we determine a sufficient condition for grasp stability, but we can do so without anv
complicated planning algorithm. The process will be complicated bv an extension
to three-dimensional grasping, but these results are significant for grasps involving
objects with constant cross-section--a large percentage of the objects encountered in
the real world.
A Simple Grasp Planning Algorithm
In order to consider how the hand described previously will interact with its environ-
ment, a basic outline of a typical grasping sequence was developed. This relies on the
stability results developed earlier and uses a modification of the computer simulation
illustrated previously to test its viability.
The basic objective of this algorithm is to to implement a 9rasping by groping
aln practice, these are viable configurations, however, they require the a consideration of specific
fingertip shapes and contact interactions.
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philosophy and thus keep the planning simple. As mentioned in Chapter One. var-
ious researchershaveshown that it is necessaryto useactive sensorsto supplement
information provided by such remotesensorsasvision or laserrangefinding[21,22,33]
and that human psychologicalresearchhasdefineda number of ezplorator'9 procedures
which require the stable apprehension and movement of objects to determine such
structural properties as weight and volume[16]. In situations where there is little a
priori knowledge of object characteristics, it is not possible to implement sophisti-
cated grasp planning routines--these require detailed object information to calculate
the position of fingertip contacts.
Because this finger design will passively shape itself to an object, we can often
obtain a stable grasp with no more than the approximate spatial location. In addi-
tion, the iterative nature of this algorithm will allow us to learn about the shape of
the object by combining contact information from successive grasps. There are six
primitives involved in this process:
reach The arm is moved until the palm contacts the object.
retract The arm is movedawav from the object. These are gross manipulation tasks
as opposed to fine manip_llation and thus may be relegated to the robot arm
controller. However, tactile sensors on the palm must be used to sense contact
in reach.
flex The fingers are closed until contact is made with both joints. (Contact with
only the second joint can indicate several things, among them, the object is too
far away or the object is too small for an enveloping grasp). Interaction with
the robot arm is necessary at this stage to attempt t.o keep the joint angles as
close as possible to each other, which will center the object in the grasp.
unflex The fingers are opened.
squeeze(rx,r2) The torques on the two motors are increased to rl and r2.
4.3
closure This is a boolean function which incorporates the computation required to
determine whether or not a stable grasp can be obtained. In the event form
closure is possible, it would also compute rl and r2.
A simple planning scheme could be as shown in Figure 20. The "simple strategy"
mentioned above could involve computation of a more appropriate approach angle
based on learned knowledge of the object shape. In Figures 21 and 22, we show an
implementation based on a 5 degree change in approach angle. The graph shows the
final stable configuration. Ahhough this is blind groping and does not incorporate
any knowledge of desirable conditions, in these two examples, as well as most of many
others tried, stability was eventually achieved. In fact, the only regular shape which
was not successfully grasped was a circle; without friction, the fingers are unable to
resist moments about the center of the circle and stability (as it is defined here) is
impossible.
Other Analysis
One area for further research involves experimentation with the hand to test the
utility of these theories. It is also necessary to extend our grasping model to three
dimensions and to include friction effects. With a knowledge of the coefficient of static
friction at finger contacts, the frictional reaction forces can be calculated and stability
predicted for cases that are rejected by our approach. However, in the situation where
these frictional forces cannot be calculated and the coefficient varies or is unknown.
it is necessary that stability can be maintained with frictionless contact.
The analysis of the stability of a grasp in three dimensions relies on the use of
wrenches with six components. This complicates the computation, but the equilib-
rium conditions give six equations to calculate the contact forces necessary for stabil-
ity. But it appears that a general analysis is not necessary or useful for this specific
end effector. Instead, five analyses, one for each grasping mode, will be performed.
This will allow for more efficient computation of the stability conditions.
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Figure 20: An Algorithm for Grasping Unknown Objects
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Total rotation (in degrees): 90
Total rotation (in degrees): 105
Total rotation (in degrees): 120
Total rotation (in degrees) : 135
This grasp is NOT stable.
This grasp is NOT stable.
This grasp is NOT stable.
Based on breakaway at 0.I N-m: fll = 2.4017 N
f21 = 2.3457 N
dO = 12.6 m_
dll : 41.6 m_
d!2 : 47.2 m.m
d2! = 42.6 mm
d22 = 26.0 mm
theta!l = 93.3 deg
thetal2 = 81.1 deg
theta2! = 93.2 deg
theta22 = 76.7 deg
A
0.0000
!.0000
12.6208
0.0966
-0.9953
57.1714
-0.1748
-0.9846
-37.7813
det(A) : -9.7429
f0 : 4.5156 N -i
f!2 = 3.3146 N A =
f22 = 1.5120 N
-9.6373 0.6514 0.0276
-2.6024 -0.2265 0.0179
-7.1573 -0.1251 0.0099
b
0.0557
-0.2723
189.3655
This grasp is stable.
Figure 21: Finding a Stable Grasp on a Polygon
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This grasp is NOT stable.
This grasp is NOT stable.
This grasp is NOT stable.
Based on breakaway at 0.! N-m: f!l = 2.3360 N
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dO = 48.7 mm thetall = 110.4 deg
dl! = 42.8 mm thetal2 = ii0.8 deg 0.0000 -0.6583
di2 = 56.9 _ theta21 = 121._ deq A = !.0000 -0.752S
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f0 = 0.6954 N
f!2 = 2.3436 N
f22 = 1.7753 N
-1 1.9017 -0.3845 0.0284 -0.8924
A = -0.2633 -0.5710 0.0117 b = -2.7207
2.2568 -1.0260 0.0211 47.3594
0.3663
-0.9305
=_.0939
This grasp is stable.
Figure 22: Finding a Stable Grasp on a Irregular Object
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The choice of which grasp type to use for a specific sensed object will rely heavily
on these derivations. The use of three fingers and a palm in spatial manipulation can
provide the seven contacts t'equired for form closure without friction[10], but onl\-
with correct hand and ar m positioning. The method used to choose grasp mode and
approach strategy is a subject of future research.
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Chapter 6
Conclusion
This thesis has presented the design fundamentals for a class of robotic end effectors.
In doing so, the intent has been not only to communicate the details of the design.
but to illuminate the process as well. Given the problem presented in Chapter One,
and subject to the philosophy described in Chapter Two, the design described in
the remainder of the thesis was synthesized. However, the progression was not that
orderly. Although each individual approaches the uniquely creative process of design
clifferentlv, for this author it is ne\er the simple orderly progression outlined here or in
various texts on the subject. Rather. it is more a random brainstorming which moves
from idea to idea until eventually a possible approach is found and tested, usually to
be rejected. Left out of the thesis, but nonetheless important, are the many blind
alleys and frustrating twists and turns followed by the designer.
Because the hand has only four actuators, there are only four variables over which
it is possible to exert control. However, the hand has seven degrees-of-freedom: two
per finger, and one for the finger/palm relationship. These "'extra" degrees of free-
dom are dependent upon the object shape, as described in Chapter Four. Although
locating the grasping operation as much as possible in the mechanism has simplified
most apprehension tasks, it also limits the versatility for other tasks which require
more degrees of freedom or a different set of primitives.
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However, this design is a compromise between many extremes: it is less com-
plicated, less expensh'e, and easier to control than existing robot hands, yet more
complicated, more expensive, and harder to control than simple grippers. In Chap-
ter Two the idea of mechanical intelligence was introduced. Rather than expect to
duplicate the human brain, which can perform miracles with less than perfect tools,
it is more realistic to approach a design problem from both points of view; that is.
to create more intelligent mechanical devices, which, combined with better control
techniques, will significantly increase performance.
It is also important to consider the strengths and weaknesses of control techniques
and planning methods in the design of any robotic or automatic machinery, just as
the strengths and weaknesses of a gear or motor are considered. This approach has
been used here, and the resulting mechanism implements in the mechanical design
many primitives that would otherwise be left to the control. The simplicity of the
planning algorithm presented in Chapter Five is significant in itself, but there is a
broader result: complex tasks such as grasping are most efficiently performed with
a combination of mechanical and artificial intelligence. The mechanical techniques
have been presented here: the control techniques and planning methods necessary for
other tasks are sul)jects for future work.
Future Research Topics
The body of research which is concerned with grasp planning and control has almost
universally considered a complex hand model. The uniqueness of the hand design
presented here requires that a new fl'amework be built which is based on its operation
and which includes enveloping grasps as well as limited fingertip grasping.
This means that the analysis of Chapter Five must be extended. Rather than
consider only a planar situation, a three-dimensional analysis must be performed.
And the five grasps possible with the hand must each be considered in detail. The
5O
t'esults will allow accurate planning algorithms to be implemented for the different
types of situations likely to be encountered 1)\ the hand. In addition, the analysis
must be extended to dynamic situations and to perturbations away from stability.
A rigorous consideration o.f these conditions is essential to intelligent control of the
h&nd.
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Appendix A
The UPenn Hand
The main body of this thesis has been concerned with presenting a general class of end
effectors for various applications. However, the main purpose behind the synthesis of
these concepts has been to produce a tool for use in the research environment. This
device has been dubbed the UPenn Hand. In this section will be presented some
specific details of this mechanism.
The laboratory environment, especially the robotics research environment, places
special demands upon an end effector. In the General Robotics And Sensory Percep-
tion (GRASP) Laboratory at the University of Pennsylvania, the following require-
ments are anticipated:
Because a number of individuals, each with different research projects, use the
robot arms in the lab. mechanisms must be easily mounted and dismounted from
each arm. At present, a single Puma arm may have attached to it a simple gripper,
a [;Penn Hand, a force/displacement sensor, a laser rangefinding device, a compliant
wrist sensor, and a set of stereo cameras, all in one day. Quick and easy mounting and
dismounting is essential to reduce the robot downtime. In addition, site visits and
special demonstrations may require several experiments to be shown within a very
short period of time. The UPenn Hand is completely self-contained, and connected
to the arm bv means of a quick-disconnect device. One half of this is permanently
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connected to the lab arms. and all mounted devices connect with it in the same
manner. Power and sensing cables are terminated at the hand with connectors. The
hand can be completely mounted and dismounted in seconds.
The hand itself is undm the same constraints as the arms. Individual researchers
often require completely different configurations. To accomodate this, the fingertips,
first joint inside surfaces, and palm of the hand are easily removed, to be replaced
by tactile, force/moment, or other specialized sensors. Appendix C discusses these
instruments in more detail. Ahhough several hands are being made. there will still be
a need for reconfiguration within each one, so simple screw connections are provided
at the palm and fingers.
The same hand can consecutively be asked to pick up a hammer, then a fragile
glass. The breakawas" mechanism discussed in the next section allows variation in
compliance, available in real-time and from the control program, to accomodate this
requirement.
Because research funds are used to pay for the hands, economy is important. For
this reason, the UPenn Hand has three fingers which are essentialh' identical. This
lowers the fabrication costs significantly, and also reduces the inventory of spare parts
necessary. Experimental setups are notoriously unreliable, so this modular design
allows repairs to be made quickly and inexpensively. Although the palm components
are unique in each hand. the drive motor, encoder, potentiomotors, and some of
the transmission components are the same for all of the three fingers and the palm
movement. The majority of the fabrication is performed on NC milling machines
through an outside independent machine shop. This further reduces the cost and
allows for additional hands to be made easily.
The physical size of the UPenn Hand is approximately that of a human hand.
This is to accomodate a range of sensing and manipulation experiments that are
part of the GRASPlab's collaboration with human psychologists, as well as to match
ongoing research. The robot arms used in the lab are Puma 560's. which have a
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maximum payload of about 2 kg. It is also important to limit the distance an end
effector extends from the mounting plate, as a limiting factor of arm performance is
the moment about the wrist.
Although these requirements are more demanding than those required of the same
device in, for example, an industrial environment, where it may be expected to per-
form several sets of tasks over and over with little reconfiguration, there are advan-
tages to this application. Because the lab environment is rigidly controlled, there is
no need to protect the hand from temperature extremes, dirt. moisture, other hea\v
equipment, or from excessive electro-magnetic interference (EMI). And because the
number of cycles required of the hand is relatively low, long life is not a crucial
requirement: redesign and replacement is more likely than wear.
The wiring and sensors do not need to be ruggedized either. The UPenn Hand has
much of the cabling for the sensors outside of the mechanism envelope, which allows
for easier removal, as well as simpler internal design. It is felt that sensor design will
change dramatically over the useful life of the hand, and it is not prudent to lock the
device into one specific arrangement.
The hand is expected to be used extensively in a cooperative arrangement with
vision and other remote sensing devices. Nlost experimentation in the lab uses white
objects to allow for more accuracy and to differentiate shadows from surfaces with
different values. Although recent research is focussing on objects of varying colors.
the hand has been made with a black dye anodization in order to reduce reflection
and to separate it from the environment.
Figure 23 shows a conceptual sketch of the UPenn Hand. Figure 24 shows a scale
assembly drawing of the first version. Below are listed some specific details, based
on the first prototype.
• Mass: 1.5 kg(a.albs)
• Distance betw_n palm and arm mounting plate: 8.0 cm (3.2 in).
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Figure 23: The UPennHand
• Finger length: 11.5cm (4.5 in).
• Finger Width: 2.25 cm (0.875in) at base,2.0 cm (0.775in) at tip.
• Palm Size: 6.0 cm (2.2 in) by 10.0cm (4.0 in).
• .Joint Ranges: 1:35degreesfor joint one.90 degreesfor joint two.
• Maximum Fingertip Force: 50 N (11.0 lbs) dynamically, 225 N (49.5 lbs) stati-
cally.
• Fully Open to Full)' Closed. Minimum Time: 0.20 seconds.
The design of the UPenn Hand is contained in a set of 104 mechanical drawings
drawn on a Macintosh [I with the CAD program .XIacDraft. This collection is titled
the End Effect or Design Drawings (EEDD). An example drawing of part of a finger
base is found in Figure 25. Several of the novel aspects of the design are protected
by pending patents.
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Appendix B
A Rotary B reakaway Mechanism
The functional behavior of the actuation mechanism for a two-jointed compliantly
coupled finger has been presented in Chapter Four. This rotary breakaway mecha-
nism, invented specifically for application in these fingers, is an interesting device on
its own. It combines the functions of a variable torque clutch, differential, and brake
into one compact device integral with the actuation and gear reduction of the fingers.
This appendix will present the specifics of this design.
The operation can be most easily explained in reference to Figure 26. which is
adapted from the fabrication drawings for the UPenn Hand. At the core of this
mechanism is a non-backdrivable gear reduction of some sort. In this case, a worm
gear is used. Spur gear pinion 10 is the input of the device, which can be driven via
another gear which is connected to a actuator. When pinion 10 is turned clockwise,
it screws into worm 30 and compresses rubber spring 50. If there is sufficient torque
applied at 10 to overcome any torque applied at worm wheel 32, then after spring .50
is compressed to a certain point, worm 30 will turn with pinion 10 and worm wheel
32 will also rotate. Worm 30 is held in place by the preloaded bearings shown, and
pinion shaft 1"2 is supported by the screw threads in worm 30 and t)3" slide shaft 40.
Slide shaft 40 is free to rotate around its bearing.
If there is sufficient resistance at worm wheel 32. then pinion shaft 1"2 can be
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Figure 26: A Rotar)" Breakawav XIechanism
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screwed clockwise into worm 30 and compress rubber spring ,50 to various levels.
The frictional resistance in threads al will vary depending on tile axial force caused
by spring 50. If pinion 10 is turned counter-clockwise, then worm 30 will also turn
counter-clockwise, as long.as there is no resistance at wheel a2. When a resistive
torque applied at wheel 32 is sufficient to overcome the frictional force in the threads,
then pinion shaft 12 will unscrew from worm 30, causing worm 30 to stop rotating
and therefore causing wheel a2 to stop rotating. Pinion 10 will continue to unscrew
from worm 30 until it reaches the limit of its range of motion.
Optionally, soft set screw 80 can be added to the mechanism. When this is
tightened on slide shaft 40, then a resistance to the movement of pinion shaft 12 on
slide shaft 40. and therefore a resistance to the unscrewing of pinion shaft 1'2, from
worm 30, is added. This means that a constant torque--of a value dependent upon
the force in set screw 80--must be maintained on wheel 39_ to allow pinion shaft 12
to continue to unscrew from worm 30.
Rubber spring .50 could be replaced by other components, including a split collet.
a helical coil spring, or a Belleville washer.
In operation in a finger transmission, the worm wheel output is connected to the
firs, joint of the finger, while the finger actuator drives the second joint through
another worm gear reduction with no breakaway mechanism or clutch. A movement
of the finger actuator always results in motion of the second joint, but only moves
the first joint when the breakaway mechanism has not broken away. A closing of the
finger corresponds to a counter-clockwise motion of pinion shaft 12, which would tend
to unscrew it from the worm 30. However, if the rubber spring is compressed, then
the frictional force in the threads will resist the unscrewing and motion of the pinion
will result in motion of the worm and motion of the first joint of the finger. When a
resistive torque around the worm wheel, caused by object contact on the first joint, is
sufficient to overcome the frictional force in the threads, then the pinion shaft starts
to unscrew from the worm. and the mechanism "breaks away." This causes the first
6O
joint to stop. but becausetile worm gear is non-backdrivable, it maintains the contact
force on the object. If the object happens to shift, then the friction caused by set
screw 40 will cause the first joint to start moving until it contacts the object again.
Because the second joiy_t is rigidly attached to the motor actuator, if the first
joint has contacted an object and broken away, then the second joint will continue to
rotate until it contacts the object as well. This causes a compliant behavior of the
finger similar to that of the last two joints of the human finger.
If the first ,joint breaks away. then the finger can be reset by completely opening it
against its stops, which will cause the pinion shaft to screw back into the worm. How
much motor torque is applied at this point determines the first joint torque which will
cause breakaway to occur. This allows the breakaway torque to be adjusted simply by
a motion of the finger, which will allow the same fingers to grasp eggs and hammers.
There is a great deal of variation in performance that can be accomplished by
the choice of materials in the screw threads, in the worm, in the soft set screw, and
in the spring. Wear in the screw threads and in the spring also can cause varia-
tions of t!_e material properties, but these have little effect on the performance of the
mechanism. The only requirement is that the spring have predictable enough hyster-
isis that the breakawav torclUC can be accurately predicted from the resetting torque
applied. Experience with prototypes has shown that the breakaway torque can be
accurateh" predicted--to an accuracy of 5 percent--by simply experimentally deter-
mining a scalar multiple of the motor current applied at resetting of the finger. The
range of breakawav values which can be achieved depends on the materials selected
for the screw threads and the material used as the spring,
The latest finger prototype, which uses this breakaway mechanism, has shown the
usefulness of this method of compliance. Because the fingers are not backdrivable,
fingers will conform to objecl shape and hold on like a vise. Nlultiple object contacts
are achieved for almost every shape tested, and the computer simulation shown in
Chapter Five further validates the use of this mechanism in finger actuation.
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In the UPenn Hand, the fingers are actuated by means of 48 pitch worm gear
reductions. The motor drives a 96 pitch 24 tooth pinion which mates with two :32
tooth gears. One of these is attached through tile breakawav mechanism to a worm
and a 48 tooth worm wheel. The other is directly attached to 30 tooth worm wheel.
The threads on the pinion shaft are 4-40, and 1/16" diameter rubber section is used
as a spring. The entire finger actuation, including the breakaway mechanism, gear
reductions, and finger base pivot, measures approximately 2.25 cm (0.875 in) bv .3.5
cm (1.4 in) by .5.0 cm (2.0 in). \\'ithin this space are also contained some wiring
connectors, finger pivot bearings, and motor mountings as well.
The mechanism itself has yet to be accurately modeled. Currently, a predictive
model based on experiment has sufficed. However. if the mechanism is to be used in
other applications or if academic interest prompts it, a investigation of the tribological
basis of its operation will be undertaken.
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Appendix C
Control and Sensing Issues
One of the goals of a medium-complexity end effector is to reduce the control system
to a manageable size. However. the architecture and performance of this system is
still important. Some of the same principles governing the mechanical design play a
role in the electronic design--simplicity, ease of use, robustness, and economy are em-
phasized. This appendix presents the preliminary system architecture for the control
s\stem to be used with the UPenn Hand and a robotic arm.
Previous control systems have considered the hand and the arm as distinct mecha-
nisms, both in the mechanical design and in the computer control. One of the goals of
this end effector is to effectively attach an object to the end of a robot arm. Because
the limited degrees of freedom of tile hand do not allow fine manipulation of objects
within the grasp, more attention must be paid to the use of the arm as a manipulation
tool. The six or seven degrees of freedom of most robot arms is sufficient for this task,
but it becomes important to consider the cooperative control of the hand and arm.
Control Architecture
Figure 27 shows the control architecture for the [TPenn Hand. In this case. we are
using a Puma 560 manipulator with the hand. but the scheme is sufficiently flexible
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Figure 27: Control Architecture for the UPenn Hand
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to a ccomodate other arms.
The servo control of the motors in the hand is done in a IBM PC/AT. Position and
velocity are controlled based on feedback from an optical encoder mounted directly
on the motor shaft. The encoders used are Disk Instruments miniature size 11 etched
glass/LED encoders with 4000 counts per revolution and index. Force is controlled via
feedback from tendon tension sensors which measures the torque around the second
finger joints. These devices are composed of a 317 stainless steel beam and a pulley
over which both halves of the tendon used to drive joint two pass. Semiconductor
strain gages are mounted on the beam in a conventional bridge, giving an output
directly proportional to the net torque applied around joint two.
Based on tests with a one-finger prototype under a similar control scheme, it is
estimated that servo rates of greater than 800 Hz are possible. The AT communicates
with a VAXstation 3500, a machine similar to the microVAX II, but with a different
CPU and approximately 4 times the computational speed 1. This machine was chosen
because its UNIX operating system (Ultrix 2.2) was compatible with that of the
mici'oVAX II (Ultrix 2.0): current robot control in the GRASPlab is run on microVAX
II's and easy portability is essential. This machine will run a version of the Robot
Control C Library (RCCL). a library of routines which are accessible from C programs
developed in the UNIX environment. In addition, a new package of routines, called
the Hand Control C Library (HCCL) has been written to allow parallel control of
the hand. Because both RCCL and HCCL are implemented on the same machine,
cooperative movement of the hand and arm is improved. However. since the actual
servo control is accomplished on separate dedicated CPU's, this machine is free to do
computationally-expensive planning.
The VAXstation is connected to the PC/AT and to the Puma controller (a PDP-
11/73 which is supplied by l.'nimation with the arm) by means of parallel programmed
1This machine was introduced early in 1988. Tests show a benchmark of approximately 1.58
million whets*ones/second, and kinematic computational performance of approximately 2.:?.times a
VAN 11/785. 1.6 times a Sun :)/:260. az_d 0.(3 that of a Sun 4.
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I/0. There is no needto synchronizemachines,becauseall communication is buffered
or DMA: however, becausetile Puma controller runs at a 7 ms interrupt rate. it is
convenient to run the PC/AT and tile \:AXstation at a multiple of this: currenth.
the VAXen run at 28 ms and the PC/AT at 1.75 ms. It is estimated that the
interrupt rate on the VAXstation will be increased to 14 or 7 ms. The PC/AT and
the Puma controller are also connected by a "panic" line, which allows for emergency
communication between the two machines.
The sensors on the hand are divided into two groups: primary and secondary.
Primary sensors are the optical encoders, the tendon tension sensors, and joint po-
tentiomotors. These are read directly by the PC/AT and used in the low-level control
of the hand. Secondary sensors--tactile, fingertip force/moment, temperature, etc.--
are not integral to the servoing of the hand and are therefore read by the VAXstation.
to be used in the higher-level planning.
Vision, which is a passive sensing of the overall environment, is connected to this
system via Ethernet, after being processed by its own machine. Other computers, such
as a system coordinator, an AI processor, or a supercomputer such as the Thinking
Machine, are connected through Ethernet in the GRASPlab.
The goal is to achieve a flexible working environment which allows communicat ion
between various sensors and devices in a wav that aids coordination.
Sensors
Although the actual technical issues of the sensing system are beyond the scope of
this document, the configuration of the sensors that are to be used is an important
consideration; the UPenn Hand was designed partially as a "platform" for a number of
types of sensors. This appendix will also present some aspects of the sensing system.
The following sensors are expected to be used with the UPenn Hand:
• Tactile ,4rrag. Three different tactile arrays have been designed. There are
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three joint one arrays, which contain 72 taxels spaced 2.5 mm (0.100 in apart.
a palm sensor with 630 sites spaced 2..5 mm (0.100 in) apart, and a fingertip
tactile sensor. The fingertip has two different taxel spacings. At the very tip.
which is curved in a 6 mm (0.25 in) radius, there are 165 sites spaced 1.25 mm
(0.050 in) apart. The remaining area has 54 taxels spaced 2.8 mm (0.100 in)
apart.
• Fingertip Force/Moment: The fingertip tactile array sensor is attached to the
finger body through a force/moment sensor. This is a semiconductor strain-
gage based sensor which allows a determination of all six components of force
and moment acting on the fingertip 2.
Tezture: It is possible to replace the fingertip sensor mentioned above, on any
of the fingers, with a texture sensor. This is essentially a flexible element which
acts much like a phonograph needle and determines the amplitude and frequency
of vibrations excited bv contact between the sensor and a surface. This can be
combined with hand/arm dynamics to find precise textural information.
Temper,vlure: Also mounted at the fingertip is a specialized temperature sensor
which tests the thermal conductivity of a surface or object by measuring the
thermal resistance between two contacts.
Proximity: There are two possible proximity sensors planned for the hand.
One is a sonar-based instrument which measures distance by means of sound
reflectance duration. This can be mounted at the palm. The other is a so-
called "cat's whisker." which measures proximity' bv means of physical contact
between flexible wands (cat's whiskers) and the environment.
The above sensors are all processed by a machine dedicated to this task and
-"The author would like to acknowledge the contributions of Michael Trull of Lord Corporation.
who designed the sensors. Lord has generously agreed to provide the tactile, force/moment, and
tendon tension sensors for the UPenn Hand.
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the condensed information is used by the VAXstation in high-level planning and
control. For example, the control scheme mentioned il-i Chapter ,5 will rely on contact
information from the tactile array sensors.
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